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The rapid emergence of computational design tools, advanced material systems
and robotic fabrication within the disciplines of architecture and construction has
granted designers immense freedom in form and assembly, while retaining
pronounced control over output quality throughout the entirety of the design and
fabrication process. Simultaneously, the complexity inherent within these tools
and processes can lead to a loss of craft though the production of methodologies,
forms and artifacts left with extremely recognizable residues from tooling
processes utilized during their production. This paper investigates the fecund
intersection of digital technologies and handcraft through core-less carbon fiber
reinforced polymer (CFRP) winding as a means of creating a new typology of
digital craft blurring the line between human and machine. Through the lens of
an innovative wound CFRP shelter rolyPOLY completed during the winter of
2015, this paper will show the exigencies and affordances between the realms of
digital and analog methodologies of CFRP winding on large-scale structures.
Keywords: additive manufacturing, composites, form finding, craft, analog /
digital

INTRODUCTION
The recent introduction of carbon ﬁber reinforced
polymer (CRFP) based simulation tools (Waimer et
al. 2013) and robotic fabrication methodologies (Gramazio and Kohler 2014) into the disciplines of architecture and construction has enabled designers to
not only reimagine potential formal and spatial qualities of both built artifacts and environments, but has
also allowed for the complete re-envisioning of our
current systems of fabrication and assembly through
the creation of a single ubiquitous craft-based process. CFRP's have properties such as high strength to

weight ratio, malleability during fabrication, capacity
to create complex yet precise forms while minimizing waste through reconﬁgurable formworks, the capability to maneuver between structural and superﬁcial surfaces by means of subtle manipulation of material orientation and depth, as well as the ability to
be easily fabricated on-site through either robotic or
hand winding (Doerstelmann et al. 2015; Reichert et
al. 2014). These properties allow for a high-level of
precision and adaptability that traditional means of
construction cannot aﬀord.
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Context
Current methodologies of CFRP placement within industrial processes place emphasis not on the visual,
tactile, and craft based potentials inherent within the
material, but rather solely focus on producing optimized and repeatable systems. Unlike disciplines
such as aeronautics or automotive where products
are mass-produced to be identical in dimension,
structural properties, and appearance, architecture
requires the freedom and ﬂexibility to freely alter
conﬁgurations on a project-by-project basis. The
creation of robotic craft driven architectural artifacts
though is complicated by the inherent complexity within these new tools and processes (Kudless
2013). For this reason this project re-evaluates current methodologies of CFRP placement, investigating the beneﬁts native to handcraft in relation to
those of numerically controlled machines while being tested and evaluated through the completed artifact's optical, structural, functional and tactile merits.
The integration of handcraft into the digital
workﬂow also has the potential to reinstate methods for rapid yet backwards-compatible revisions
to winding rules, on-the-ﬂy improvisation and intuitive alterations that would currently be diﬃcult to
achieve during the robotic CFRP winding process. On
the other hand, aspects inherent through digital and
robotic production such as strength through speed,
accuracy and repeatability can be reintroduced into
the winding process creating a more robust hybrid
fabrication system where there is a continuous dialog between human and machine. For the work
documented in this paper, rolyPOLY acts as a prototype or bespoke object in which to study ephemerality and perceptual eﬀects such as texture, pattern
interference, and variable levels of opacity or inherent patterning such as moiré. The discoveries gained
through the prototype by human craftsmanship are
then calibrated and formulated into rapid fabrication
methodologies via machine processes.
Through a further examination of the materials,
processes and techniques utilized during the design

and fabrication of rolyPOLY, this paper will demonstrate the potentials inherent within craft driven
CFRP winding.

rolyPOLY
Following the completion of several small-scale prototypes and projects focused around robotically
wound pre-impregnated CFRP tow for the "One Day
House Initiative" (Wit et al. 2015); rolyPOLY was initiated as the research initiatives ﬁrst intervention at an
inhabitable scale (Figure 1). Created as a traveling exhibition currently on display at the Tyler School of Art
and slated for the "Beyond the Horizon" exhibition at
the Philadelphia Museum of Art in the spring of 2017,
the artifact functions as a refuge for a single occupant with the ability to be inhabited while remaining structural in all-possible orientations. Through
the operation of human assisted tumbling, a series of
unique spaces, visual / tactile textures and opacities
are crafted and experienced by the inhabitant. Functioning as a prototypical module, rolyPOLY is a single
component within a larger aggregating installation
to be produced at an architectural scale.
Figure 1
rolyPOLY on display
at the Tyler School
of Art.

Continuing from the successful experiments in computation and robotically programmed CFRP performed at Ball State University in the spring of 2015,
(Wit et al. 2016), rolyPOLY further examines the digital
workﬂow of numeric ﬁber winding through the reintroduction of the traditional craft of hand winding as
a direct translation of computational data. Through
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Figure 2
CFRP winding
detail.

the utilization of a rigorous back and forth dialog
between hand and machine, traditional elements of
craft are reinserted into the winding process allowing
for the formation of new hybrid typologies of wound
CFRP.
Based on a 10 sided primitive with two open
faces, each 7' x 4.5' x 4.5' module was fabricated
to easily aggregate with adjacent modules creating larger, more complex, self-supporting structures.
Wound from a single continuous strand of CFRP, each
ﬁnished module contains over 100,000 linear feet of
carbon ﬁber tow with a minimal self-weight of less
than 20 pounds. The high strength to weight ration
was achieved by the design and implementation of
variable winding procedures that allowed for a varying of skin thicknesses ranging between 1/16" and
1/4" while simultaneously encouraging unique patterns and textures to emerge. Initially requiring a full
24 hours of hand winding per module, subsequent
projects have substantially reduced winding times
making the process more feasible for large-scale architectural applications.

MATERIALS
From the onset, the project aimed to further the discussion on CFRP's position within the discipline of
architecture and construction as a means of giving
designers more formal freedom, minimizing waste
throughout construction, as well as for the minimizing of individual building component. To test material viability, initial prototyping examined the potentials of both wet wound CFRP and pre-impregnated
CFRP (Figure 2) resin systems within the context of
core-less winding.
Through a series of early small-scale winding
tests, it was determined that a pre-impregnated system would be utilized for the fabrication of rolyPOLY.
Although wet-wound CFRP held several distinct advantages over pre-impregnated materials such as
rapid curing time without the need for a kiln, it had
several disadvantages that were diﬃcult to overcome
such as: Diﬃculty in controlling resin content, working temperatures aﬀected cure time, extreme messi-

ness, limited working time, and ﬁnally large amounts
of wasted resin.

For these reasons, a pre-impregnated resin system
was chosen. rolyPOLY utilized a speciﬁcally created,
high-impact resin system for several reasons including: Material consistency, overall stability, shelf life,
low temperature curing, structural attributes and ﬁnally because of its minimal toxicity and oﬀ gassing
throughout the winding and baking process. A
12,000-strand count (12K) CFRP tow of roughly 1/8"
width and with a ±27.51% resin content was chosen
for the application.
In choosing the CFRP system, minimal toxicity
and low baking temperature became the deciding
factors, as the material would be both robotically and
hand wound over extended periods of time. This particularly chosen resin system had the ability to be
cured in a temperature range between 220o F minimum at 24 hours baking and 260o F maximum at 4
hours bake time with an additional 4 hour period necessary for kiln ramp-up and down of temperature.
In addition, the chosen resin had an extremely long
shelf life of up to 18 months at 0o F and 3 months at
room temperature. This additional stability allowed
for extended work times, permitting the prototyping
and the winding process to take place over extended
periods of time without material degradation. Material winding and the post-cure removal process were
also simpliﬁed by a slight material tackiness that discouraged slipping without resin pooling.
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FORM FINDING
As the project's focus was centered on the exploration of CFRP's properties in relationship to craft
driven winding, the artifact's formal aspects were developed from material deformation created as tow
was wound over a base primitive. Formally centered
around a sphenoid hendecahedron, rolyPOLY consisted of 10 unique faces of which two were left open
for occupant access and interactive plug-in surfaces
(Figure 3). The primitive's asymmetrical nature, large
ﬂat faces, sizable internal volume and stable weight
distribution allowed for the creation of a structure
that could not only be oriented in any direction, but
also produce unique internal / external spatial and visual implications in each orientation as it was inhabited.
Although the formal aspects of the sphenoid
hendecahedron primitive lent itself well to the desired programming and experiential needs of an inhabitable refuge, the form's lack of surface curvature
created issues throughout early prototyping. Early
on it was found that to create tight bonds between
layers during the baking process, it was necessary
for all composite layers to be tightly overlapping and
compressed together. To create the necessary layer
overlap without the use of a solid core or vacuum
bag system, it was essential to wind in a way that produced double curvature along all faces.

ﬂat surfaces were treated as tensile membranes.
Through the utilization of a tensile modeling software's (MPanel Software Solutions) physics solver,
the form's edges were initially converted to cables
under a predetermined set of constraints (i.e. gravity, material properties, tension) which allowed for
the edges to relax into their natural resting positions.
Next, each of the eight solid panels was rebuilt utilizing the newly curved edges creating a series of robust, doubly curved tensile membrane. The new surface geometries were then relaxed producing the revised overall form. Lastly, to simulate surface deformation created by the tensioning of the overlapping
CFRP layering, the eight tensile membranes were inﬂated by a factor 10% in the MPanel modeling software.

CORELESS RECONFIGURABLE FORMWORK
To minimize material waste throughout the fabrication process while simultaneously simplifying winding and demounting, a reconﬁgurable formwork was
fabricated. The formwork consisted of three simple
elements, all of which can be simply interchanged
through bolt on connections:

As the pre-baked CFRP strands function similar
to cables when tensioned, all of the primitive's
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1. Steel frame. To create the overall form of rolyPOLY, a modular steel frame was created from
¼" steel round bar for each of the eight panels.
Each panel consisted of three to four uniquely
curved edges that were oriented perpendicular to their corresponding surface then simply
welded together. Every module edge corresponded to an adjacent panel edge for easy
assembly.
2. Conduit hangers. Bolting the frames and
grippers together was simply accomplished.
Following the completion of the individual
frames, simple conduit hangers were utilized
to ﬁx frames 1-8 together. Each frame was
bolted in two locations that were easily accessible from the interior volume of the artifact.
3. Laser cut CFRP grippers. On the outside of the
frame, a simple linear gripper was fabricated
out of 1/8" plywood and attached via conduit

Figure 3
rolyPOLY formal
studies

hangers (Figure 4). The grippers were 1" deep
and had a series of ¼" wide by ¼" deep teeth
running along both sides. The topside was
utilized as the gripping surface while the bottom surface was cut to allow the teeth to take
the curvature of the bent steel frame. Additionally, spaced every 12" of the bottom surface was a 1" bolt on connection point for easy
on-site alignment.

Figure 4
Frame detail.

To avoid having the CFRP cure to the frame, the entire frame was lightly coated in a spray mold release
before winding. Following the winding, baking and
cooling of the artifact, the frame is simply unbolted
from the inside of the refuge and disassembled one
frame at a time while being removed through one of
the two openings in the object.

PROTOTYPICAL WINDING STUDIES
Initial small-scale winding was tested through the
utilization of a 6-axis, KUKA KR 60 industrial robot
with custom fabricated end-eﬀectors and ground a
mounted ﬁber dispenser consisting of a ¼" diameter, lubricated, aluminum tube 24" above the zero
plane. As the robot moved through space spiraling around the given eﬀector, ﬁbers were eﬀortlessly pulled through the dispenser and placed on
the eﬀector. Wet winding required an additional step
where the tow was pulled through a pool of resin
prior to application to the eﬀector.

After gaining a better understanding of the procedure, programming and winding limitations associated with robotic programming a series of hand
wound tests were initiated that would later re-inform
the robotic winding process. Following is a taxonomy
of six successful winding typologies (Figure 5).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Numeric helical oﬀset winding
Random hybrid winding
Helically wound grid shells
Alternating helically wound grid shells
Core-less alternating polar oﬀset winding
Hybrid alternating shell winding

Although all six methodologies of winding are vastly
diﬀerent in their appearance, each one began to exemplify speciﬁc structural, tactile and craft based effects that were desired.
Initial testing with numeric helical oﬀset winding
created robust lattice like structures that appeared
random in early layering but lacked the desired variation in opacity and tactility as additional layers were
added. Random hybrid winding created a robust,
extremely thin solid structure, but found itself with
inconsistencies in both structural stability and control during the winding process. The grid shell typologies created the most robust structures, but also
had extremely repetitive patterning while also lacking the projects desired level of variation. Coreless
alternating polar oﬀset winding created both the desired structural capabilities and control for the winding of rolyPOLY. Unfortunately this method relied on
a ﬁxed series of points that would not work appropriately for the asymmetrical and continuous shape of
the installation.
To accomplish all of the desired eﬀects, Hybrid
alternating shell winding was chosen as the projects
method of choice.

WINDING METHODOLOGY
Establishing an initial desire for transparency, optical
eﬀects, and patterning, while winding across the ten
faces - two of which would be left open - required
design implementation and resulted in the develop-
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ment of the hybrid alternating shell winding. Each
face was ﬁrst separated and ﬂattened. Diagrams for
each face were created to determine the pattern as
needed, such as increasing density as a gradient from
edge of face to center. Assembled back together
in the original sphenoid hendecahedron, a continual
winding route had to be manufactured, as the carbon
ﬁber tow could not be cut or otherwise interrupted
without limiting its capabilities as a monocoque shell.
An additional factor was the degree to which the craft
driven method may change or adjust the winding
densities and directions in response to sun, vision, or
aesthetic preference. This real-time adaptability to
correct or change as needed supersedes the abilities
of a preprogrammed robotic arm.
After initial pattern design, the overall winding
process was developed in two distinct phases: (1)
sacriﬁcial formwork and (2) alternating layers.
1. Sacriﬁcial formwork
2. Alternating layers
Through the completion of previous prototypes it
was determined that upon commencement of the
winding process, the addition of a tightly wound sacriﬁcial layer would aid in the stabilization of the subsequent layers. Initial studies found that the bottom few layers had a tendency to be less consistent, as minor variations in CFRP tension and shifts
within the frame could occur. Therefore, the ad-

dition of four widely spaced layers was highly successful in assuring layer consistency throughout the
winding process. Resin tackiness in the initial layers
also helped minimize ﬁber movement and separation ensuring that consistent tow tensions and patterns were achieved.
Following the laying of the sacriﬁcial CFRP layers,
a series of alternating winding patterns were layered
that occupied roughly 95% of the winding process.
To achieve optimal strength, layer rigidity, consistency, and visual opacity, a variable winding pattern
was developed consisting of three repeating steps:
(1) peak winding, (2) valley winding, and (3) spiral
winding. Each step consisted of four distinctive layers
of wound carbon CFRP. Following one full winding
sequence, winding direction was ﬂipped 180 degrees
and restarted. If at any point during the winding process deﬁciencies in craft, visual eﬀect, or structure appeared, a variable could be introduced to produce
the desired resultant. Additionally, winding occurred
over a series of four tangential panels at a time allowing for a robust bond between all faces and edges of
the installation.
1. Peak Winding: Placed ﬁrst, peak winding was
utilized as a means of generating the necessary internal forces to create a stable and consistent form. Running between the peaks of
each panel, high levels of positive surface oﬀFigure 5
Winding studies.
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Figure 6
rolyPOLY on frame
prior to baking.

set were generated that would later be compressed and pulled position by the subsequent two overlapping layers. As the desired
surface position was as far oﬀ as positive 4" in
these layers, winding tension was decreased
from 10 pounds of force to 5 pounds allowing
for subsequent layers to eﬀortlessly pull them
into place.
2. Valley Winding: In contrast to peak winding, valley winding connected the panel's low
points in a perpendicular direction. As the
natural resting surface oﬀset for the valley
winding was an average of negative 2" from
the desired surface location, collisions between peak and valley layers occur throughout the winding process. The slightly higher
tension within the valley winding aided in
the drawing in of all peak-winding ﬁbers into
their predetermined resting positions. As
surface curvature variation could occur between panel edges and their respected centers, slight layer delamination sometimes occurred in panels with the greatest levels of
curvature.
3. Spiral Winding: To eliminate any remaining
surface variation and also ensure tight ﬁber
overlap, spiral edge winding was applied.
As the highest levels of layer separation occurred in panel edges, a third layer of CFRP
was wound over all intersecting panel edges.
Winding in a tight clockwise direction, spiral
winding not only compressed any loose ﬁbers
but also created strong connections between
all intersecting panels. As surface centers had
less deviation, spiral winding was only necessary on the ﬁrst 12-18" of each edge.

BAKING
The curing process for the chosen CFRP resin system
was extremely straightforward. Following the completion of the winding process and kiln temperature
ramp up, the full module was loaded into a large gas
ﬁred kiln. As the available kiln was designed to run at

temperatures excess of 2,000o F, extra care was taken
in the pre-heating process to ensure that the entire
volume was heated to a consistent temperature of
260o F. During baking process, a temperature variation of 40o F could delay the curing process by up to
20 hours. In addition, if the temperature within the
kiln's vertical volume is inconsistent, the overall form
may also be inconsistently cured leading to post bake
structural failure.

Upon baking for 4 hours, the kiln is disengaged,
and allowed to slowly return to room temperature.
When the baked artifact has cooled, it was removed
from the kiln and prepared for dismounting from the
frame (Figure 6). The previously discussed dismounting process takes only minutes and produces zero
waste.

CONCLUSIONS
As evidenced from pre-determined design and preset fabrication by robotic procedures, counter to improvisational handcraft, the means and methodology of winding contains a forcible outcome. Between
the two methods is an array of outcomes where a
shared procedure may be proﬁtable. A robotic procedure may take on the initial Peak and Valley winding after which handcraft may deliver the ﬁnal customized wrapping as needed by the designer. With
a greater input and output from feedback sensors, a
robotic arm may be able to one-day display real-time
adjustment to control tension or density, for exam-
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ple. Having gone through the distinct diﬀerences in
robotic winding as well as handcraft production, validation and metrics of value are formed (Figure 7).
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Figure 7
rolyPOLY on display
at the Tyler School
of Art.

